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A Word from your President, Mary Dowell 

The TOP OF THE SOUTH SENIORNET meeting (TOTS) was held at the Motueka club rooms on March 7th.  

32 people attended from Golden 

Bay, Marlborough Sounds, Nelson 

and Motueka SeniorNets. Grant 

Sidaway, the National SeniorNet 

Federation CEO, spoke about the 

new method of reporting re-

quired to the Charities Commis-

sion, and the N4L “Network for 

Learning” project in NZ schools 

which SeniorNet may be involved with.  

Duncan Fuller, our Top of the South SeniorNet Federation Rep, talked through a draft document “The Way Forward” which 

summarises the current situation of the organisation and offers a proposal for the future, covering governance and funding 

issues. Feedback was invited. It will be discussed at the upcoming SeniorNet AGM. You will all be able to read it as we will 

link it on our website. Friendly discussions and a lovely lunch were enjoyed by all! 

“SeniorNet is a community training network that supports & motivates people  
aged 50+ to enjoy & use technology in their everyday lives.” 

 

Hi All, Our new printer has now been installed as I write this. It is going to be a new way of printing our manuals, instead of 
having binding the manuals will be stapled and printed on A3, this will be a saving as well as we worked it out and the cost of 
bindings and the time we stand making the manuals up will be a bit cheaper in the long run and easier for our tutors, as they 

spend a lot of time doing these manuals up for your courses.  

A lot of information is on our website, so please check this out, Annie is going to give you a link so that it will be a reminder 

and easier for you to access the Website, people spend time putting info onto this for you so please make use of it.  

There will be some things coming up for tender very soon so you will need to go to the Website to see because if you miss out 

on a chance to put a tender in so be it. 

The number of courses being run is disheartening as we don’t get funding for courses that are not being run. Sandra will put 
some survey questions in the April newsletter. Please respond as it is important you the members need to have a say as to 
what you want to learn, and if you feel you have learnt enough please consider being a helper as this is a very good way of 
getting to grips with the things you are still a bit green on, it is quite better than doing a course a second time, as while you 

are helping you pick up on things you were not quite familiar with or forgot how to do it. 

Our last help and support session was a huge success 
but once again we don’t get funding for these  
although it’s well worth coming to just to fix a 
problem, where a tutor is available to give you the 
extra little bit of time, but once again remember 
the tutor is a volunteer and gives up their time for 
these as well. I must admit it is nice to know we 

have sorted out a problem for you. 

I am not touching on the results of the TOTS meet-
ing because our editor Sandra has done that above 

bless her heart. 

There is another update to windows 10 coming out 
soon, so if you want it just go into settings and  
update and security there you will see a notification 
asking if you want it then you can be on the list to 
get it. Microsoft will let you know when it is ready 

to download.  

‘Once upon a time, a computer programmer 
drowned at sea. Many were on the beach and heard 
him cry out, “F1! F1!”, but no one understood.’ 

    F1! = Help!                               
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Dates for your DiaryDates for your DiaryDates for your DiaryDates for your Diary    
 

Friday 7th April: DIG 2.30 
Monday 3rd April: Monthly Meeting 10.00 
 Guest speaker Heather Keeling“St John Safe At Home” 
Friday 14th April: GIG 2.30 
Monday 10th April: Help & Support 10-11.30 
Friday 21st April: iPPIG 2.30 
Friday 28th April: MIG 2.30 
Saturday 22nd April: Help & Support 2-3.30 
Monday 24th April: ATIG 9.30 
Tuesday 25th April: GIG 7.30pm 

Source = Marlborough Sounds SeniorNet newsletter 

Source = Hutt City SeniorNet Newsletter 



GIG—Genealogy Interest Groups (Family History) 

  MIG report, by Anton Petre 

A note to those of you interested in researching your family history, SeniorNet 
has not one but two interest groups on this topic! 
The first meets on the 2nd Friday of each month starting at 2.30pm. Sessions 
provide an introduction to free & subscription sites on the internet, help with 
search techniques & writing family stories. 
 

The second meets on the last Tuesday evening of the month starting at 7.30pm. Its focus 
is practical family history with the aims of helping you to research (there is an educative 
topic each month e.g. validating sources), to record (assessing programmes & how to file 
your paper research) & to preserve (basic conservation techniques etc). 
More information on our website, click on the “GIG Geneaology Interest Group” tab. 

Use of Virtual Private Networks  (VPNs) was the first subject discussed at the 

February Mac Group meeting….these hide your on-line identity and location from snoop-

ers, hackers, or bureaucrats, and some of them are now free.  The Opera browser, for 

instance — which is available for Windows machines as well as for Macs — has a free VPN 

built in, and you can switch it on and off with a click. You can choose the country which 

the VPN will show you as working from if anyone checks. 

We then had a close look at both questions and hints on mail, talking about both 

Mac  Mail and, in brief, why using the excellent Gmail service can be a good idea. 

MacMost Now videos also looked at hints and tricks with mail, and also at excellent ad-

vice on  the various clever searches able to be used on Mac files and folders. 

Creating a slideshow with the  excellent Mac Keynote presentation program  — arguably 

better and easier to use than Powerpoint — was the subject of another video instruction 

session, and we had a close look at the many things that can be done with the Mac’s cal-

endar program…..lots of feastures of which most users are not aware. 

Providing easy and quick access to frequently-used files was another video session, and 

by the end of the afternoon everyone seemed content that they had learned a lot of use-

ful information…..can’t do better than that! 
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We started the meeting with a bit of fun - a magician doing seemingly impossible things with an iPad.  
We then watched a video, Cleaning up your iPhone and iPad, which gave us plenty of hints on freeing-up 
space and making our tablets and phones more efficient.  Malcolm then demonstrated Pinterest, an app for 
collecting and sharing photos and other information.  He showed us his amazing collection of poultry photos 
and read several opening sentences from novels which he had in his literature collection. 
 
Then Colin showed us how to make an Easter card using the Pages for iPad app.  First he divided a blank land-
scape page into 2 halves for the front and back of the card.  Then he imported a picture of Easter eggs from 
the Internet and used that for the front of the card and put a smaller version of the picture on the back of the 
card.  He gave the smaller picture a title and then put 
"Happy Easter" under the picture on the front.  He selected a large and interesting font for the greeting and 
made it bright red to match the colours of the Easter eggs in the picture.  Just one of the many things that 
can be done with the Pages app. 
 
Shirley and Helen then showed us some interesting gadgets - the first was a little adaptor which enabled an 
iPad or iPhone to be plugged into a USB socket, eg into a computer for charging.  The second was something 
we'd all been waiting for - a flash drive that could be plugged into the lightning socket on the iPad or iPhone.  
Helen said it could be purchased at the iGadget.store for $US29.95. Finally Shirley demonstrated Gaspy, a 
really useful app which showed prices for petrol and diesel at local service stations. 

   iPPIG meeting, Colin Hooker 

PLAY ON WORDS 

 

● A hangover is the 
wrath of grapes.  
● If two egotists 
should meet, it is 
an I for an I.  
● A bicycle can't 
stand on its own 
because it is two 
tired.  
● Time flies like an 
arrow. Fruit flies 
like a banana.  
●  In democracy 
your vote counts. In 
feudalism your 
count votes. 
●  A chicken cross-
ing the road is poul-
try in motion.  
●  You feel stuck 
with your debt if 
you can't budge it.  
● A lot of money is 
tainted. Taint yours 
and taint mine.  
●  He had a photo-
graphic memory 
that was never de-
veloped. 
●  Once you've seen 
one shopping cen-
tre, you've seen a 

mall.  



Fight Spam With a Disposable Email Address [cont’d on  p 6] 

STOP PRESS 

ECONOMICAL WAY TO BUY MICROSOFT OFFICE SOFTWARE! 

 

Microsoft has an option to buy their Office Suite on an annual basis, called 
Office 365. The advantage of buying Office every year is that you get the 

most up-to-date version each year when you renew. 

The cost is $119.00 per year for just 1 computer, 1 tablet, and 1 phone.  

BUT, by paying $165.00 per year, MS Office suite can be downloaded onto 5 
computers (PC or Mac) plus 5 tablets and 5 phones. These can be shared 
among 5 family members or friends, just enter their email address and they 
will receive an email enabling them to download MS Office Suite. This is a 
great way to share the cost, and each one gets the latest version. (If shared 

amongst 5 people, the cost is only $37 each) 

For more details, search “Office 365”. 

   Thank you to Philippa Parkes for sharing this discovery. 
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It seems everyone wants my email address: Facebook, bank, accountant, even the tomato vendor at the farmer’s market. 
It’s no wonder my spam filter is so busy, but I do wonder which of the many entities that have my email address gave, 

sold, or lost it to spammers. Disposable email addresses can help you tell who the untrustworthy contacts are. 

A disposable email address is a temporary or anonymous email address that can forward mail to your permanent address. 
Ideally, any replies you send are relayed back through the disposable email address to the original sender, who never 
learns your permanent address. If unwanted emails suddenly start arriving through the disposable email address, you can 

stop it by deleting or filtering that address. 

You can have one disposable email address for every entity that requires an email address, if you like. Then if spam starts 

coming from a given disposable email address, you can be pretty certain who’s responsible. 

It’s possible that a spammer just randomly generated an email address that matched one of your disposable email ad-
dresss, but it’s MUCH more likely that the entity to which you gave the disposable email address shared it, willingly or by 
theft. Having narrowed down the security leak to one entity, you can investigate and decide whether to give that entity 

another disposable email address or steer clear of it. 

Plus Addressing and Other Options 

There are several ways to create disposable email addresses on your own. Some are free, and some are a lot more work 
than others. My favorite is “plus addressing” with Gmail, which lets me make up a disposable email address on the spot 

for whoever wants it. Here is how plus addressing works, and some limitations on this technique. 

Let's say your email address is whatever@gmail.com. Add a “+” sign and any string of characters between “whatever” and 
the @ symbol, for example, whatever+ChaseBank@gmail.com. Now give that address to your online Chase Bank account. 
Repeat the process for Facebook, newsletter subscriptions, online stores, websites with "squeeze pages" that make you 

supply an address to continue, etc. All mail sent to your plus addresses will go to your whatever@gmail.com inbox. 

If you start getting unwanted emails at the plus address, just create a Gmail filter to send them to the Trash. For extra 
points, create a filter to funnel the mail from each plus address to its own Gmail folder. Just keep in mind, this trick works 
well for automated systems that send to you, but can be defeated by humans who are clever enough to remove the "plus" 
portion of the address. Also, when you reply to a message sent to one of your plus addresses, the From line will be your 
standard Gmail reply address, not the plus address. Not all websites will accept a Gmail address with a plus sign, but it 

works most of the time. 

The plus sign trick also works with Outlook.com (formerly Hotmail) but Yahoo uses minus signs and makes the process a 
bit more difficult. See this page on Disposable Addresses in Yahoo (https://help.yahoo.com/kb/mail-for-desktop/

SLN16026.html?impressions=true) to learn how it works. 

Another option, if you have your own domain and receive email there, is to create email aliases. That's outside the scope 
of this article, but your web host or domain registrar can provide details on whether that feature is offered, and how to 

set it up. 

Disposable Email Address Services 

Yes, it is a lot of work to set up and maintain disposable addresses for all the entities with which you communicate via 
email. Fortunately, there are numerous disposable email address services that handle most of the heavy lifting for you. 



  MacHint – try out Smart Folders, by Anton Petre 

Apple introduced Smart Folders years ago, but they’re often ignored compare with to other macOS features.   Smart Folders 
take up essentially no space, and they save time and frustration as you develop searches you want to use  frequently. 
A smart folder is just a Spotlight search with criteria shown as a set of items with the option to save the query. If you start 
typing a search into the Spotlight field in any Finder window, you see results in that window. Click the + (plus) sign that ap-
pears at the upper right, and it’s turned into a smart folder with a Save button to retain your criteria. 
You can also choose File > New Smart Folder or press Command-Option-spacebar, and macOS brings up an empty Smart Folder 
in a Finder window. 
Using the File menu lets you focus the search: in the top bar after “Search:” you’ll see This Mac and “Name of thing here.” 
That name in the quotes is whatever drive or folder you had foremost in a Finder window when invoking the smart folder win-
dow. Clicking the name in quotes restricts the search to that drive or folder. You can exclude volumes as well as specific fold-
ers. You can save a Smart Folder at any time by clicking the Save button. One saved, you can modify the search by choosing 
action (gear) > Show Search Criteria. 
The Save dialog lets you check a box to add the search into the Finder sidebar, and it offers to store it by default in the Saved 
Searches folder. 
 
You can also save or move Smart Folders into any folder, letting you associate them with a specific task or project. 
When you first open a Smart Folder, only the line beginning with Search appears with a Save and + at the far right. Click + and 
you can add a criterion. By default, macOS adds Name, which matches file and folder names, as well as names embedded in 
certain fields (like email subject lines). 
The popup field that has Name in it also contains several other items: Last Opened Date, Contents, Created Date, Last Modi-
fied Date, File Size, and Kind. Each of those has additional popup menus and fields that correspond to the kind of filter you 
can apply. 
There’s also an Other menu: choose it and macOS displays the Select a Search Attribute list, which includes both system items 
and Spotlight criteria added by installed apps. Many parameters have a filter pop-up that lets you reduce the query’s scope 
for text or for numbers. For text, you see Matches, Contains, Begins With, Ends With, Is, and Is Not. You’ll probably most fre-
quently use text filtering against Name and Contents. The Contents field searches against the full text of any document that 
Spotlight either can index natively (like text, HTML, and so forth), and any installed software that adds the details to Spot-
light to allow text indexing.  
For numeric values, you choose among Equals, Is Greater Than, Is Less Than, or Is Not, which are self-explanatory. All the 
normal criteria you set are linked together as a series all of which have to all be true. So if you want files that have the word 
“Lens” in them modified in the last year that are larger than 10K, you simply set three criteria. These are Boolean ANDs: this 
AND that AND the other must be true to match. 
• Name matches Lens 
• Last modified is within last 1 years 
• File size is greater than 10 KB 
What if you don’t want to AND things, but to OR and NOT them? A simple Option toggle helps. Hold down the Option key while 
Spotlight criteria show and the + button next to each criterion will change to an ellipsis (…). If you click the …, the Finder 
adds an “Any of the following are true” grouping below that line. e"><a href=" 
See this short clip on Youtube "Smart folders showing complicated query"  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qONT6Vuld2U 
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Need more space on your Smartphone? 

• Check your usage 

Check which apps are taking the most space on your phone as there are usually some surprise hogs. 

For Apple: Go to Settings > General > Usage > Manage Storage. At the top you’ll see how much space you’ve used and how much 
isavailable. Below you’ll have a more detailed analysis with a list of apps ranked by how much space they are using. 

For Android: Go to Settings > SD & phone storage > Internal phone storage > Manage Storage. 

• Delete unused apps 

Don’t keep apps that you don’t use. Every app takes up storage space and runs some kind of background process, which all com-
bines to slow down phone’s performance. 

Game apps, which use high quality graphics, can surprisingly take up a lot of space so delete the ones you can’t see yourself using 
anymore. You can always re-download if you find you need them. 

• Remove old podcasts and videos 

Podcasts and videos take up a lot of space on phones. If you’ve uploaded your videos onto your computer (or another back-up) and 
don’t need them on your phone anymore, then delete them. Videos are one of the biggest space hogs. 

• Use a cloud system to back up photos 

The hundreds of photos on our phones can take up quite a sizeable chunk on phone storage. But if you don’t want to take them off 
your phone, the good news is you don’t have to. Save space and back-up photos by using a cloud storage system such as Dropbox. 
Your photos will be accessible on the web so you can easily search them up or alternatively many cloud systems have an app to 
download, where you can quickly access them. 

Smartphone tips 
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Here are some of the established disposable email address service providers: 

Sneakemail (http://sneakemail.com) bills itself as "The Original Disposable 
Email Address Company," and offers to hide your address from spammers and 
others you'd rather not be dealing with. If someone wants your email ad-
dress, and you have qualms about providing it, login to Sneakemail and cre-
ate a new address. If mail is sent to your Sneakemail address, it will be for-
warded to your real address. Sneakemail also creates an alias for the sender 
of your incoming messages, so if you reply, only your Sneakemail address 
will be exposed to the recipient. Sneakemail is free for the first month, and 

then $2/month thereafter. 

Trashmail (http://trashmail.com) receives emails and forwards them to 
your permanent address. When you set up a disposable email address on 
Trashmail, you can set a limit on the number of emails that can be received 
or the number of days that may pass before the disposable email address 
expires. Your disposable email address can be a username of your choosing 
on trashmail.com, or 10 other domain names (trashmail.me, trashmail.at, 
trash-mail.at, rcpt.at, kurzepost.de, wegwerfmail.de, wegwerfmail.net, 
wegwerfmail.org, objectmail.com, proxymail.eu). An optional Chrome 
browser addon makes it more convenient to use the service. Basic service is 
free, but if you want more than 300 addresses, unlimited forwarding or a 

permanent address, Trashmail Plus can be purchased for US$12.99/year. 

Mailinator (http://mailinator.com): There's no registration, just make up a 
username and give out the address username@mailinator.com. That address 
will be created on Mailinator’s server when someone sends mail to it. Just 
be aware that Mailinator inboxes are public, so anyone can read mail sent to 
that address (but only if they know the username). After a few hours, all 
mail is deleted. So Mailinator is a free, easy, on-the-fly disposable email 
address service useful for online forums and other sites that require one-
time registration. You just go to Mailinator.com to respond to the 

“confirmation” email sent by the forum or site. 

At Guerrilla Mail (www.guerillamail.com) you can choose a username and 
one of ten domain names for your free temporary email address. (My favor-
ite is sharklasers.com) Like Mailinator, messages are public, and are held for 
one hour before they are deleted. One nice feature is that you can scramble 
your email address, to make it harder to guess. GuerrillaMail also lets you 
reply to incoming messages. There's also a free Guerrilla Mail app for mobile 

phones, on the Google Play store. 

10minutemail (http://10minutemail.com): Load up this site, and you imme-
diately get a free random email address that vanishes after 10 minutes. You 
can get a 10-minute extension if you need it. Just refresh the page to see 
any incoming messages for your temporary address. View, delete or reply to 

any new messages that appear. 

www.seniornetmotueka.org.nz 

MEMBERSHIP CORNER 

We have 259 paid up  

members as of 20th March 

[cont’d from  p 4]       Disposable Email Addresses  

SeniorNet Motueka est.1998 

42 Pah Street, Motueka 
Postal address: 

PO Box 297, Motueka 7143 


